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HOW TO TRAIN FOR A 5K

John Brewer, author of Run Smart, gives his tips on how to build
the endurance and speed required for the shortest race distance
How much training do you need to do? It depends on your
starting point, but two to three sessions a week should work for
most people, and will enable you to build up first the time spent
running, then the distance. If this is your first time attempting
the distance, you need to build up gradually, running a similar
distance or only slightly longer in each session, and including
faster interval sessions to improve leg speed and recovery. For
more experienced runners attempting a faster time, higher
mileage and regular interval running will improve your ability to
tolerate lactic acid as well as increasing oxygen uptake capacity.
How should you split up your sessions? You need a mix of steady
running to develop endurance and leg strength, alongside interval
sessions to improve lactate tolerance, leg speed and recovery.

“Acommon
mistakeis
tofocuson
distance
andforget
thathigherintensity,
trainingcan
bejustas
beneficial”

What’s the most important session? The hard interval
session, which includes fast repetitions and short recovery
times. It will be the toughest session of the week but it
touches on all the aspects of fitness that are needed for 5K
running: high tempo for leg speed, short recovery for lactic acid
tolerance, and fast stride rate for leg speed and strength.
How do you get faster? By running faster and by developing leg
power. So high-tempo training sessions that develop leg speed
are important, and strength work such as hill running or plyometric
training will also help to develop leg power and speed. But it’s worth
bearing in mind that a good aerobic capacity is still essential, since
without this any runner will be too fatigued to produce fast leg speed.
Where do most people go wrong? A common mistake is to focus
on distance alone and forget that higher-intensity, shorter-duration
training can be just as beneficial. Taking yourself out of your comfort
zone of steady-state running is essential if you’re going to improve.
What do elite runners do that everyone can learn from? They mix
intensity with volume, and also use races as a means of gaining
and maintaining fitness, accepting that their best performances
will come at a later date. Building in a rest day, which allows the
body to recover and adapt to the stimulus of training, is also
a common component of an elite athlete’s training diary.

HOW TO TRAIN FOR A 10K

Gundula Hennig, running expert at BodySpace (bodyspace.co.uk), explains why your easiest session
of the week is actually your most important
How much training do you need to do? That depends on
your background and experience, but anyone training for a
10K run needs to split their focus between three areas: speed,
endurance and recovery. For speed, the focus is on increasing
the maximum amount of fast-twitch muscle fibres recruited
for each stride. For endurance, it’s about adapting the body and
mind to longer distances: here, we’ll do short, recovery and
long runs. Depending on how much running you’ve already
done, you might take a day or two off completely or run a few
recovery miles. Ideally, at least two of your recovery days should
be spent running at a very low intensity to aid recovery.
What’s the most important session? Recovery. Everyone disregards
it, but not only does this make you more prone to injury – it doesn’t
allow your body to recover and allow the physiological adaptations
that come in response to a training stimulus to take place. Use a
mix of low-intensity running, stretching, foam rolling and soft tissue
body work so that your work’s actually helping you improve.
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How do you get faster? You’ll need a variety of drills and
training sessions to increase speed, including hill runs and
interval sessions. Key at the 10K distance, though, is the long
run – if you’re aiming for a set time, you can’t make these slow.
Try an interval-based long run – speed up and slow down but
keep going, either using a timer or by listening to your body.
Where do most people go wrong? Because you’re upping
the volume, you have to pay more attention to problems
– you wouldn’t ride a bike on a flat tyre! Training through
niggles allows injuries to get worse. The other big mistake?
Not worrying about your guts until race day: your body
gets used to “good fuel” and will perform better through
training if you give it some respect. Also, you’ll know
exactly what works for you when it comes to the race.
What do elite runners do that everyone can learn from?
Regardless of natural ability level or training volume, elite
runners spend over 70% of their training at low intensity.
Even if you’re not running the same milage as elite runners,
you shouldn’t be running mid-intensity junk miles.
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HOW TO TRAIN FOR A HALF MARATHON

The next step after a 10K is more than double the distance.
Mark Stanton, strength and conditioning coach at Transition
Zone (transitionzone.co.uk), says running efficiency is key
What sessions do you need to do? First up: the long run,
to build up the miles in your legs. The best way to get fit to
run – especially as you hit longer distances – is to run more.
Aim for a one-hour steady pace run, setting your speed so
you feel able to hold a conversation while running. Every
second session, run for ten more minutes. Your initial target
should be to run for longer than your target race time.
You should also do intervals to develop speed and tolerance
of working at a high intensity. A one-minute fast run followed
by a one-minute rest, for ten to 15 rounds, is a solid session.
You also need a tempo session to bridge the gap between
speed work and long slow runs. Tempo runs are used to train at a
fast pace for an extended period of time. This prompts your body
to adapt to maintain a higher intensity for longer without a rest.
Physiologically this will improve your lactate threshold meaning
you will be able to maintain a faster pace for a longer distance.

An example session: ten minutes of warm-up, then 20 minutes
of running at “tempo” pace – this should be fast enough to be
uncomfortable. Increase the tempo pace duration to 30 and then
40 minutes. You should find you are running further in each session
without increasing duration. Then, of course, there’s strength and
conditioning to make your body more robust so it can tolerate
the stresses of running as well as improve running economy.
What’s the most important session? It depends on your current
training status, competition history and goals. If it’s your first race,
the longer steady runs will be the most important; to get better at
running, you need to run more. For advanced runners who have
a good training base and can easily cover the distance, intervals
and tempo runs will become the focus to develop speed.
How many sessions should you do? This is entirely down to the
individual athlete. I’d recommend aiming for a minimum of three
running sessions a week and one strength session. For a first-time
runner two of these runs should be working on building up distances
at a steady pace while the other one would be more tempo-based.
As you progress one of these distance sessions could switch to
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“Thestronger
youare,the
lesslikely
youaretoget
injured–and
thebetter
yourrunning
economyis”

another tempo session. More advanced runners would
add interval sessions and tempo runs depending on
what they need to improve. A good distance guide is
working up to around 30 miles per week over those
three runs – if you are doing good-quality work
then you should not need much more than this.
How do you get faster? Especially at the half marathon
distance, a key consideration is efficiency: do you
waste energy decelerating on each step, or are you
too stiff to extend fully through a stride? If you can
get your body working efficiently then you expend
less energy and can cover more ground faster for
less effort. This can be improved through technique
coaching, mobility and strength programmes.
Where do most people go wrong? The biggest issue
I find runners have is with rest and progression. Less
experienced runners try to do too much too soon
when their bodies are not used to the stress, and
so they break down injured. My best advice is listen
to your body – rest when it needs it and put quality
of training ahead of quantity. Keep your training
programme fluid – if you’re not feeling tip-top, then
swap in an easier session or a recovery day.
What do elite runners do that everyone can learn
from? Rest and recovery is huge. We may not
all have access to recovery pools or ice baths or
massage – all of which may or may not work – but
we do have the ability to look after ourselves.
Amateur athletes still have to work and function
between training but anyone can do simple things
like stretching or foam rolling before bed – or just
eliminating unnecessary stresses from your life.
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HOW TO TRAIN FOR A MARATHON

Ready for the big one? Pure Sports Medicine’s Dean
Sutton and Neil Smith explain how tackling 42.2km
is about much more than just lots of running
How much training do you need to do? For a marathon,
12 weeks is the minimum – but you might want a halfway
point to aim for. Look at splitting your training plan into
six-week blocks to give yourself a training focus for
that period and do a race at the end of every six weeks.
You can start with a 5K race and move up to 10K, half
marathon and so on over time. This allows you to build
up your mileage in small but consistent training blocks.
What’s the crucial session and why? It depends
on what phase and training block you’re in, but
for me the most important training session of the
week is your strength training. Research suggests
the stronger you are, the less likely you are to get
injured – and the better your running economy is.
How do you get faster? Build both strength training
and interval work – short high-intensity running
bursts coupled with recovery running – into your
training plan. If your sessions are based around long
slow steady runs all the time, that’s how you’ll race.
Combining strength training and interval work will
help with running efficiency and allow you to run
faster for longer – crucial over a four-hour race.
Where do most people go wrong? The most
common mistake is not taking enough rest days.
Without them, your tendons, muscles and bones can
become overloaded, which vastly increases your injury
risk. One or two rest days per week, after the most
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intense sessions, would work well in most marathon
training programs. This gives your soft tissue time to
regenerate and be ready to go again for the next one.
What do elite runners do that everyone can learn
from? While it’s definitely possible to learn from
the elites, you really shouldn’t copy them! They
run in excess of 100 miles a week, but they’ve got
there through years and years of steady increase in
mileage and professional input. One of the biggest
lessons you can learn from the elites is that you
should do what works for you: Eliud Kipchoge, the
2016 Olympic marathon gold medallist, recently
published his training programme in the build-up to
winning the Berlin Marathon. There was no taper,
no “easy weeks”, no days off – just consistent
miles at a variety of speeds. Certainly not what
you’d find in the textbook. There are many different
ways to do it, so just make a plan and stick to it.

HOW TO TRAIN FOR AN
ULTRAMARATHON

Dr Andrew Murray, an ultramarathon champ
and Merrell UK ambassador, explains how to
kick it up a notch to get your body ready for the
stress of races far beyond marathon distance
How much training do you need to do? It depends
on the nature of the event you are doing – some
ultras are 30 miles and flat, while others are several
hundred miles through a mountain range or desert.
The best tip is to speak to people that have done
the same race before and learn from them. The
single most important run of the week is the long
run – to run far, you need to run far in training.

How should you split up your training? Personally, I
do two sessions of hard effort in the week – typically
one hill sprints, and one 30-minute “eyeballs out”. On
Saturday I usually do a long run which could be anything
from 15 to 70 miles. I’ll take Sunday off completely.
I also do some strength work – press-ups, situps and exercises to work the glutes, hamstrings and
quads – twice a week. When not on recovery, long
run or session days, I’ll just go for a “normal” run.
What’s the really crucial session? That depends.
If finishing is the goal, then the long run is easily
the most important. If you are looking for a
fast time, then the long runs and the sessions
at high intensity are equally important.

“Eatlikea
champion,
sleeplikea
champion,
andrunfaster
twiceaweek
intraining”

How do you get faster? It’s pretty simple.
Eat like a champion, sleep like a champion,
and run faster twice a week in training.
Where do most people go wrong? Many people
think that fancy gadgets and training tricks are the
answer. There’s really no substitute for doing the
training that’s in your plan – put the alarm clock on
the other side of your bedroom if you need to. The
other big problem is that many people don’t get
enough sleep – seven hours plus, at least six days
a week, is the minimum – or eat sub-optimally.
Look at the Kenyan and Ethiopian runners – they do
the basics incredibly well. Eat well. Train. Sleep.
What do elite runners do that everyone can learn
from? Do the simple things well. Don’t get distracted.
And don’t make excuses. Elite runners are relentless.
They get the training done, and that helps on race day.
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